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Final Note on a Class of Skew Distribution Functions: 
Analysis and Critique of a Model Due to H. A. Simon 
BENOIT MANDELBROT 
I.B.M. Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 
We shall restate in detail our 1959 objections to Simon's 1955 model 
for the Pareto-Yule-Zipf distributions. Our objections are valid 
quite irrespectively of the sign of p -- 1, so that most of Simon's (1960) 
reply was irrelevant. We shall also analyze the other points brought 
up in that reply. 
SUMMARY 
In a "Note"  published in this Journal in 1959 (Mandelbrot, 1959), 
we had shown the impossibility of ever explaining the Pareto-Yule-Zipf 
class of skew distribution functions by using the model due to H. A. 
Simon (1955). That model was most ingenious and tempting but it 
turned out to be totally inadequate to derive the desired results. 
Let us stress that it was not correct o say that "a central question 
(in our criticism) is whether the basic parameter p of the distributions i
larger or smaller than unity" (all quotations are from Simon). We showed 
that, when this parameter is smaller than 1, the heuristic arguments of 
Simon (1955) are completely contradicted by a rigorous treatment, so 
that his model is mathematically indeterminate (or at best circular from 
the viewpoint of the respective forms of the assumptions and of the 
conclusions). If now the basic parameter is greater than 1, the deriva- 
tion of the fundamental formula can be made rigorous, but other quite 
obvious consequences of the model are in gross contradiction with the 
facts. Since the values of p observed in the various applications range 
from ½ to 2, the model can be preserved in no case. 
The reasons for this failure are deep-rooted and cannot be changed by 
slight amendments. Essentially, for large i and k, Simon's assumptions 
yield a system of equations closely approximable by a first-order dif- 
ferential equation for log f(i, k) (considered as a function of log i and 
log k). Actually, a second-order equation (such as the one implied in 
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Champernowne's theory) would be necessary to account for the diffusion 
which is observed for incomes and city sizes (and which would have been 
required for word frequencies, in order to satisfy some of Simon's claims 
for the case p < 1). 
The failure of Simon's and other attempts to derive the Pareto- 
Yule-Zipf distributions clearly shows that "much more than some law 
of large numbers is at work" here. But it remains true that "there is a 
whole host of stochastic processes that yield equilibrium distributions 
quite similar to the present one"; besides the work of Yule and Champer- 
nowne, and our own, this family of distributions has challenged many 
statisticians and is likely to continue to do so. 
In his "Further Notes" (1960) Simon expressed isagreement with 
our (1959) conclusions, but unfortunately did not attempt o prove his 
(1955) claims. As we shall see, all his points were actually either irrelevant 
to the issue or without factual basis. However, he has quite rightfully 
pointed out that, since the purpose of our (1959) was to criticize his 
heuristics, we were not entitled to omit. the detailed justification of our 
approximate derivations--even though we have nothing to take back. 
We would like therefore to give a detailed, and unfortunately cumber- 
some, proof of the fact that whichever the value of the fundamental param- 
eters, Simon's model is unable to explain the observed ata. As a matter of 
fact, the new closer examination of Simon (1955) has shown that it can 
in no ease be "saved," as we thought possible in 1959. 
The present Note supersedes Sections IV and V of our 1959 Note. 
We very much regret any contribution which we might have made to 
the misunderstandings, to which the present discussion must be due. 
We also regret our delay in publishing the present paper. It was 
caused by unsuccessful attempts to reach a mutually acceptable joint 
statement of Simon's position and of ours. 1~ 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is devoted to the study of the functions f(i, k), 
which describe any one of the following phenomena: (a) the number 
of different words, each of which occurs exactly i times in a total sample 
of discourse of length k; (b) the number of different axonomic genera, 
each of which contains exactly i species, out of a taxonomic family of 
1~ Note added in proof: Several of our remarks are supplemented by clarifying 
"Postscr ipts ,"  suggested by Simon's again irrelevant "Reply ,"  that  follows our 
paper. 
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k species; (e) the number of cities with population i, out of a total 
population of k; (d) the number of persons with a yearly income equal to 
i, out of a total income equal to k; (e) the distribution of scientists by 
number i of articles published. 
In all the above cases, one has observed empirically that 
f(i, k) = G(k)i -(p+I) 
p is some constant and its range is different in different applications. 
The law (a) is due to Estoup (1916) and Zipf (1949); the law (b) is 
due to Willis (1922) and Yule (1924) ; the law (d) is due to Pareto (1897). 
Simon (1955) has proposed a unified model of the above phenomena. 
In fact, he has assumed that the law (a) also supplies when i is the total 
number of occurrences of a word, since the beginning of the individual's 
process of word generation, and that the law (d) applies to the incomes 
earned since some time origin. We shall not concern ourself with deter- 
mining whether these generalizations are valid, because the model from 
which they are purportedly derived will be shown to fail for other 
reasons. 
Simon's theory of the law f ( i ,  k) is based upon the following set of 
equations relative to the expected values of f ( i ,  k) : 
I l k  > land i= 2, 3, . . .  k+ 1, onehas 
f ( i ,  k + 1) -- f ( i ,  k) (1.1) 
= [1 -- n'(k)]k- l [ ( i  - 1)f(i  - 1, k) - i f( i ,  k)]  
I f k  > land i  = 1, one has 
f(1, k ~- 1) - f(1, k) = nr(]c) - [1 - n'(lc)]k-lf(1, k) (1.2) 
To this, one must add the conditions that f ( i ,  k) = 0 when i > k and 
that f (1 ,1 )  = 1. 
The motivation for these equations is given by two assumptions. One 
is a slight generalization of Assumption I', that "the probability that a 
particular word occur next in a running sample of text is proportional 
to the number of its previous occurrences. ''1Assumption I [  relates to 
i Simon's original Assumption I states that there is a probability proportional 
to if(i, k), that the next word be one of those already present i times. [Note that 
this assumption is not satisfied by the new model introduced in Simon (1960).] 
This generalization of Assumption I' does not change f(i, k), that is, it will not 
change any of the conclusions concerning the form of f(i, ]c), which we shall reach 
by using Assumption I'. 
Note added in proof: Actually, the identity between the consequences of the 
two Assumptions i even more far-reaching: see Postscript I. 
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the probability a(k) (depending on k alone and not upon the past of 
the process) that the next word is one that has not previously occurred 
in the sample of k words. This a (k) is equal to n@) -- n(k -- 1), where 
n(k) is the "type-token relationship", that is, the function relating the 
number of word-"types," n, to the number of word-"tokens," k. To 
simplify, we shall write a(k) = n'(k).  
We shall not attempt o analyze any of several variants of Simon's 
model, which apply to a moving sample of discourse [see Section I I I  
of Simon (1955) and the end of Simon (1960)]. In these variants, it is 
assumed that it is permissible to work as if the process of dropping words 
at the far end of a sample were independent of the process of adding 
words at the other end. This condition is surely not satisfied in one-di- 
mensional linguistic discourse. (Of course, frequently statistical depend- 
ence does not modify a result established on the basis of independence; 
but this critical point has not been established in the ease of Simon's 
models, and seems altogether unlikely. Note that Simon's tempting 
discussion of the "processes of association and imitation" depends en- 
tirely upon the Section I I I  of Simon (1955) and is therefore invalid.) 
If n(k) is given, the form of f(1, k) is easily derived, as we shall see 
soon. The expression for f(i, lc + 1) -- f(i, k) then becomes a linear 
difference quation, with boundary conditions f(  1, k). Its solution is then 
fully determined for all i and k and it vanishes for all i > k. f(i, k) being 
unique, there is no need to worry with Simon about finding a "steady- 
state solution." 
Conversely, suppose that n'(k) is very small for all k, so that Simon's 
equations themselves become independent of the boundary conditions 
n'(k).  Then, n'(h),  for h < /c, can be deduced from the knowledge of 
f(i, /c) for 1 =< i < k. 
Unfortunately, the only case in which Professor Simon has attempted 
a solution of his equations relates to an approximation valid when 
n'(k) = const. For other nt(k), he contented himself with incorrect 
heuristics. Actually, as we shall see, very good approximations can also 
be obtained in a few other cases. But it does not seem that an exact 
general solution can be given in usable closed form. 
As a result, in order to show that Professor Simon's claims for his 
model are unwarranted, we shall give what amounts to an exact solution 
of a modeled system of equations, obtained by replacing 
i (1 - -n ' (k ) )by l - -exp(k  i (1 -n ' (k ) ) )k  (1.3) 
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as the probability that the next word-type be one that has already 
appeared i times in a sample of k word-tokens. The  change is appreciable 
only if i/k is greater than, say, 0.20. Hence, the solution which we shall 
obtain may not be applicable to the few most  frequent words; this is 
quite acceptable, because the frequencies of these words depend criti- 
cally upon the behavior of Simon's process for very small k and because, 
for small f(i, k), neither the expected f(i, k) nor Zipf's law are rep- 
resentative of the observed values. We may also add that Professor 
Simon has suggested a large number of slight variants of his model, and 
claimed that they do not change the final result significantly; we fully 
agree with him that his model could not be trusted if it depended too 
critically upon the assumptions. 
The following function will play a fundamental role in the solution of 
the modified system of equations: 
H(k) = exp = exp (1.4) 
h=l  h=l  
One can Check very easily, and this is important for the sequel, that if a 
word type has appeared i times in a sample of ]c o tokens, the probability 
of its still appearing i times in a sample of k tokens will be equal to 
[(H(k°)/H(k)] ~ 
We see that if n p (k) = a = const., log H(k)  ~-~ (1 -- a) log k. Writing 
p = 1/(1 -- a), we obtain H(k)  ~-~ const, k 1/p. 
Suppose now that n~(l¢) decreases with 1/k sufficiently fast for 
~n' (h ) /h  to converge (the divergence requires an extremely slow de- 
crease of n ' (k) ) .  Then log H(k)  ~-~ log k + H°(k), where H°(k) rapidly 
tends to a limit. That is, one can consider that, for large enough k, 
H(k)  ~ const, k. 
If ~-~ n'(h)/h = ~,  one must preserve the notation H(lc) throughout. 
But of course, our theory also applies to this case. 
II. SOLUTION OF THE SLIGHTLY MODIFIED SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
First examine f(1, k). Every word that appears once in a sample of k 
tokens has appeared first when the sample length was h =< k and has 
not appeared since. The expected number of words that appeared first 
at the position h is n'(h) ; the probability of their never having appeared 
since is H(h)/H(lc). Hence, 
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H(h) ~ n'(h)H(h) 
f (1,£ q- 1) = ~1 n'(h) H(k) - H(k) (2.1) 
Now examine f(2, k). Every word that appears twice in a sample of 
l~ tokens has appeared for the second time when the sample length was 
h -<_ f~ and has not appeared since. The expected number of words that 
appeared for the second time at the position h is 
f( i ,  h)[1 - H(h -- 1)/H(h)]; (2.2) 
the probability of their having never appeared since is [H(h)/H(t~)] 2. 
Hence, 
/ (2 ,z~ + ~5 = _ f ( i ,  t0 1 LH(k) J H(~ 
(2.3) 
f (1,h)H(h)[H(h)  - H(h - 1)] 
1 
H~(k) 
Similarly for higher values of i in f( i ,  l~) one has: 
(i -- 1) ~f( i  -- 1,£)H~-~(h)[H(h) -- H(h - 1)] (2.4) 
f( i ,  k + 1) = H~(/~) 
The pattern is extremely clear. One passes from one value of i to the 
next by an operation essentially identical to the integration 
k 
f ( i ,£  + 15 = H-~(lc)(i -- 1) f f ( i  -- 1,/~)H~-~(h)dH(h) (2.5) 
o0 
But it is well known that i repeated integrations of any function can be 
reduced to the following single integration. 
H(h) ( H(h)~ I-1 
f(i,l~ + i) N fjo n'(h) ~ 1 H(t~) ] dH(h) (2.65 
Suppose in particular that n'(]~) = ~ = const. Then 
f ( i ,£  + i) ~., (p -- 1)I~(i)r(P + 1) k (2.7) 
r(p + 1 + i) 
Suppose now that n'(k) = C/c "-1, where --1 < p < 1. Then, if C is 
sufficiently small to discount H°(£), we find 
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f ( i , k  + i) ~ cr ( i ) r (p  + 1) kp (2.s) 
F(p + 1 -t- i) 
More generally, the integrand of (2.6) yields the probability that a 
word, first introduced as the type of token lmmber k °, be present i
times in a sample of/c + i words. We have 
• H(k °) ( H(k°)Y -~ 
f ° ( i ,k  + i; z °,k °) - H(k) .1 H(k) ] (2.9) 
The expression on the right-hand side is the geometric distribution. Its 
mean is H(k) /H(k  °) and its standard deviation is 
[H(k)/H@O)][1 - 2g(ko)/g(t~)].ll2 
Finally, we shall need to know the expression f0(i, k, ~, ]co), which is 
the probability that a word that has appeared i ° times in a sample of 
le o tokens appears i times in a sample of k tokens. For that, one must 
take i ° as the point of departure of the successive integrations and one 
obtains: 
f ( i ,k  -t- i) - r(i - 1) 
r( io_ 1) (2.1o) 
k 0 
1 fo r(i  - i 0) ~/(k)J 
That is, except for very small i, one can write: 
i('°-') rH(k°)7'°  [1 H(~°-)7 ~-~° (2.11) 
f°(i, k; i °, ~0) _ r(/~ ~ 1) L H(k) .J H(k) J 
This is a kind of hybrid between two closely related probability dis- 
tributions: the gamma and the negative binomial, which is the variant 
of the gamma applicable to discrete random variables. 2 
For large ~, the gamma, the negative binomial, and their hybrid all 
tend towards the gaussian distribution; as long as ]~ is large, the approxi- 
mation is good even for i ° equal to 4 or 10. We may also note that the 
negative binomial is the sum of i ° geometric distributions, so that its 
2 That is, the term i(i°-l)/y(i ° - 1) is the same as that which appears in the 
continuous gamma distribution; however, i is a discrete random variable. If the 
sequence of approximations had been a little different, we would have obtained 
the negative binomial distribution itself. But when ]c becomes large, the differences 
between the gamma, the negative binomial, and their hybrid can be neglected 
quite safely. 
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mean will be equal to i3[H(lc)/H(]C°)I and its standard eviation will be 
equal to (i°)~/2[H(]C)/H(]C°)] [1 - 2H(]C°)/H(]C)] ~/2. The ratio of the 
standard deviation to the mean becomes (z~)-1/211 -- 2H(]C°)/H(k)] 1/2 
which very rapidly tends to zero as z ~ increases. 
Now, let us designate by G a reduced gaussian variable; for large ]co, 
we shall be able to write 
i ) r i° 7 
~s~m,~o~o ~  = H(]Co--~ + LH~O)j 
In particular, if H(]C) = ]C, 
[H(]Co)]-I/~G (2.12) 
(i/]c)~sym,~om = (i/k)O 4- (i/]C)~/2G]Co 1/2 (2.13) 
It is interesting to compare the geometric approximation which 
corresponds to i ° = 1 and the essentially gaussian approximation, which 
corresponds to large i °. We see that the larger part of the dispersion of 
values of i occurs in the first few instants of time. Afterwards, i increases 
essentially proportionately to the value it has reached shortly after the 
beginning. This is true of both the Yule process and the Simon process. 
One can explain it by pointing out that for large ]C and i, Simon's equa- 
tion is the difference-equation variant of the differential equation which 
we have given in Mandelbrot (1959) p. 95. As we pointed out, that dif- 
ferential equation involved no diffusion whatsoever. The present small 
diffusion term is the same thing as the error-propagation in the replace- 
ment of the difference quation by a differential one. 
Suppose then that a given sample of discourse is lengthened from ]c o 
tokens to ]c o Jr Ale tokens, where Ale is small relative to ]co. If a word 
has appeared ~ times in ]c o tokens, its probability of also being the 
(]c o + 1)-st token will be i°[1 -- n'(]c°)]/]c ° and its probability of appear- 
ing again as the (]c° 4_ 2)-nd token will be 
either (i°)[1 -- n'(]c)]/(/c 4- 1) or (i ° 4- 1)[1 -- n'@)]/(]c ° 4- 1) 
If both i ° and ]co are very large, the above two probabilities differ 
little from each other. Similarly, the probability of appearance of the 
word W~ will continue to be approximately equal to ~ [1 - n'(/c°)]/k °,
all through the small relative increment of length ak. 
This fact is important for the verification of the predictions of the 
theory with the facts. Indeed, the moving-sample models of Simon 
(1955, Section I I I ;  or 1960, p. 85) are mathematically invalid, so that 
we must assume that his theory applies to the whole set of utterances 
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of a man, or to all the incomes distributed since some time origin, or to 
the whole population of a town, etc . . . .  In the third case, this is also 
what experience yields, but in the first and second cases, the best that 
one can do is to observe incremental samples Ak small compared to the 
whole lifetime of the process. We have lust proven that for such incre- 
ments, words behave as if  each had a well-defined probability. 
As applied to samples of intermediate size, the above prediction of 
course conforms with the usually assumed statistical stationarity of 
samples of discourse that are neither too long nor too short. I t  also 
follows that one can estimate the function f( i ,  k) from data relative to 
samples that do not start at the origin of times. 
However, Simon's model yields the stronger esult that i is going to 
remain proportional to H(k)  forever, the fluctuations being very small 
if the initial k ° is already large. Therefore, Simon's model cannot possibly 
accommodate he well-known fact that the probabilities of most words 
are submitted to slow diachronic variation. [Our original synchronic 
models also did not take account of this fact; but see their restatement 
in diachronic terms in Mandelbrot (1961).] 
Let us now examine the corresponding situation concerning two other 
applications of the Pareto-Yule-Zipf law: (a) the problem of size of 
cities, and (b) the problem of variation in time of the cumulated income 
of some individual, since the origin of time. What Simon's model now 
predicts is the following: (a) the population of every city should increase 
in proportion to H(k), plus a fluctuation that becomes very small when k 
is large; (b) the income of a man should increase in proportion to H(k). 
That is, as soon as k is large, the ranking of cities by size and qf people by 
income should remain practically invariant in the process that generates 
the sizes of cities and the incomes of people. This is absurd and we need not 
say more concerning Simon's model as applied to these examples. 2~ 
To take care of this difficulty, it is necessary to consider a second- 
order difference or differential equation, similar to that of Champer- 
nowne (1953). 
III. DISCUSSION OF THE CASE WHERE n'(k) IS CONSTANT 
The solution, which we have already obtained in Section II, is 
y(i, k) = (p - 1 ) r ( i ) r (p  + 1) (k - i) 
P (p + 1 + i) 
2a Note added in proof: However, see Postscript for other comments. 
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If the term depending on k is replaced by/c, which is acceptable when 
i /k is small, one obtains equation (2.13) of Simon (1955) (which is the 
only expression in that paper for which a proof is given).3 Obviously, 
Simon's expression has the drawback that i is given as an unbounded 
variable, whereas in fact [and in our expression for f(i, k)]i is bounded 
by k. However, this is a very minor matter. (Note also that Simon's 
f(i, k) is the solution of the original equations with some undetermined 
boundary conditions uch that f(i, 1) does not vanish for i > 1, as it 
should. But, again, this is a small matter when i/tc is small, and there is 
hardly one word for i /k > 0.20 (say). But it is good to know that our solu- 
tion s~fffers from none of the drawbacks of Simon's equation (2. 13). 
If i/l~ is small but i is greater than say, 4 or 5, one can further simplify 
to obtain: 
f ( i ,  t~) = (p -- 1 ) I I (p -~-  1)i--(P-kl)]c 
Insofar as its variation with i is concerned, this f(i, k) coincides with 
Zipf's law with p = (1 -- a) -1 > 1. 
Let us now consider the variation with/~ of the function E(r(p)), 
giving the expected number of words, for which i /k is greater than p. 
(We have previously shown that, for every word type, (1 - n')i/k is 
the probability of this type appearing again as the type of the next 
token and of the tokens in some relatively small increment kk. ) We have 
E(r(p)) = ~ f(j, k) ,-~ (1 -- 1 /p) r (p  + 1) (p)-%l-p 
As tc increases, E(r(p) ) tends to zero, whatever the value of p. 
For example, let p = 10 -3,/c = 10 9, and p = 1.2; then E(r(p)) = 2. 
If p = 1.1, E(r(p)) = 10. Both values of p are of course well within 
the range of observed ata (if they were not, one would never have had 
to introduce the factor p) and this prediction on E(r(p)) is of course 
absurd. Note also that we have taken a moderate value of/a, assuming 
that Simon's process starts with the man and not with the language 
which he speaks; for larger k, E(r(p)) becomes even smaller. In other 
words, the model predicts that, when k is large, one should find that every 
word that has already occurred will have a probability of occurring again 
3 Simon's proof was facilitated by the fact that he immediately sought 
a factored-out expression of the form kf°(i); however, this factoring-out has no 
significance as a "steady-state r quirement," as is claimed in Simon, 1955. Note 
that the term I q- p in the denominator f Simon's equation (2.13) is superfluous. 
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that eventually vanishes and which rapidly becomes negligibly small as 
compared with the probability a of some new word. 
The above fundamental prediction, contrary to facts, shows that Simon's 
model cannot possibly explain the data for p > 1. One may observe that 
this fact is due to the incorrect dependence off( i ,  k) upon k. 
The above negative result is the first crux of our discussion. 
We shall not discuss the translation of the above argument into terms 
applicable to other paretian phenomena for which p > 1, such as incomes 
or city sizes. I t  is easy to ascertain that the same basic flaws are still 
fully active there. 
The same phenomenon of vanishing probabilities will be encountered 
in the case where n'(k) decreases, but ~ n'(lc)/k diverges. 
One way of avoiding the unchecked ecrease of i /k  for words is to 
truncate n'(k),  assuming it equal to a up to some k = K, and zero be- 
yond. This case was not correctly treated by Simon and we shall return 
to it in an Appendix to Section V. 
IV. DISCUSSION OF THE CASE OF CONSTANT ELASTICITY, 
WHEN n'(k) = CkP-I(-1 < p < 1) 
The simple calculations of Section I I  again yield 
f( i ,  k) Cr( i ) r (p  + 1) 
= r (p+l+i )  (k - i )  ~ 
so that, for large k and i other than 1 or 2, we obtain the Zipf expression 
f( i ,  k) = CF(o -5 1)i-(P+I)kP 
Itowever, this expression must be truncated at i = 0.2 k, say, because of 
our approximation to Simon's original equations. The divergence of the 
sum )-~.~=1 if(i, k) does not add anything to this problem, which has 
already arisen in Section II I . In both cases, one can only say that Zipf's 
law is established except when k is small and (whatever k) when i /k  
is large. EmpiricMly, both restrictions are acceptable. 
Note that the function E(r(p)  ) of the last section is now independent 
of k. Hence, although diachronic effects are still left unexplained, the 
synchronic behavior at least is correct. 
In the next section, we shall see that Zipf's law with p < 1 cannot 
apply when the elasticity is no longer constant. Hence, Simon's process 
will yield the required law only if one adds the assumption that the elasticity 
is constant. I f  one does so, this model becomes analytically circular, in the 
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sense that the analytic forms of the "input" n(k) and of the "output" 
f(i, k) would be identical. 4Such models add nothing to our understanding 
of facts. 
Naturally, the transformation from n'(k) to f(i, k) does have some 
smoothing properties, as we shall see in Section V. Hence, if the elas- 
ticity of n'(k) is very close to being constant, f(i, k) will still preserve the 
Pareto-Yule-Zipf form. 
Va. DISCUSSION OF THE CASE OF VARIABLE ELASTICITY 
This is of course the second crux of this paper. Before we start our dis- 
cussion, we would like to say that we do not really feel that we are 
criticizing Professor Simon's position, because nobody appears to 
know what his position is. In his original paper, he has claimed that the 
Pareto-Yule-Zipf law can be obtained for f(i, k) if %' (k) decreases with 
l/k, but very slowly." We do not know what this means: Of course, 
there is a technical sense of "slow decrease," which is used for example 
in the study of Karamata's tauberian theorems, and which happens to 
coincide with what we have labeled "constant elasticity." In that case 
f(i, k) indeed takes the required form; but, as we have stated again in 
Section IV, the model then becomes circular. In his "Further Notes," 
(1960), Professor Simon clearly implies that he believes the result to 
hold under substantially more general conditions but he has not spelled 
them out so far. 
Let us therefore see where things stand. We have shown in Section I I  
that f(i, ,~ --~ i) is deduced from n'(k) by the transformation 
f(i, k ~- i) ~ fl ~ H(h) [ H(h)l~-in'(h) dh (2.6) 1 H(k).J 
Suppose immediately that H(k) can be replaced by k (otherwise, only 
formal complications will be added). We note that the "kernel" 
(h/k) (1 -- h/k) ~-1 becomes maximum for h/lc = 1/i and that it becomes 
negligible (as compared to its maximum value) when h/k becomes equal 
to, say, lO/i. (This means that most of the words that appear i times 
4 Note that, in Yule's 1924 model of the Willis relationship, the constancy of 
the elasticity was reduced to a simpler notion: Yule assumed that the rates of 
multiplication of species and of genera are constant and their ratio turned out 
to be the value of p. Similarly, but on much weaker ground, tIerdan has tried to 
justify the constancy of the elasticity of n(k) in the word-frequency case. In the 
absence of such a justification, Simon's model is incomplete and is not a weakening 
of Yule's assumptions as he claims. 
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in a long sample of k words have appeared first before the sample went 
through a value of h equal to, say, lOk/i; this was rather to be expected.) 
As a result, when k is large and i/k greater than some fixed small 
quantity, one can replace the kernel by (h/l¢) exp(-h/k) and one gets 
P k 
f(i, k + i) ~ ( l / k )  Jl h exp[-h(i/k)]n'(h) dh 
~o 
~-~ ( l /k )  Jo h exp[-h(h/k)]n'(h) dh = (1/k)F(i/k) 
where F(x) is the Laplace transform 
F(x) = h exp ( -xh)n'(h)  dh 
What this means is the following. As we have stated already, although 
Simon's process must start sometime, it is impossible to hope to get hold 
of samples of discourse close to that beginning: the only increments of 
k that one can examine must be long to exhibit heir statistical structure, 
but are certain of being small compared to k. For such samples, all the 
words will eventually be distributed according to the formula 
f(i, k) = ( l /k )  F(i/k) 
As to the rank function of the word that occurs i times out of k, it is 
given by 
r(p) = r(i/k) = f(j, k) = exp( - ih /k )n ' (h )  dh. 
i 
That is, in order to obtain the Pareto-Yule-Zipf form for f(i, k), we 
must somehow obtain and justify the result that 
F( i /k )  = ( i /k) -~+I) 
Unfortunately, it is very well-known that it is not true that the Laplace 
transform of hn'(h) ean be approximated in this form as soon as n'(k) is 
"slowly decreasing." Many, many different kinds of behavior can be 
observed for F(x), a fact that disposes completely of Simon's claims. 
Although it seems hardly useful, let us exhibit a simple ease of a 
quite slowly decreasing nt(h) for which F(x) does not take Zipf's form. 
Consider a function kn'(k) that starts with the form: C'lc -°'1, up to 
k = 100, then switches to the form C"W 2'1, up to lc = 104; similarly, 
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whenever log10 k goes through a value multiple of 2 the elasticity of 
n'(k) will jump between values lightly smaller than and values lightly 
bigger than 1. One may easily ascertain that F( , )  will also vary between 
the corresponding expressions x -(p+I), with some smoothing off at the 
points where one changes the analytic form of lan'(lc). Now, consider 
the bilogarithmic rank-frequency urve. When p < 0, its slope very 
rapidly tends to minus infinity (see Appendix to this section). Hence, 
in the above example, one will obtain a bilogarithmic graph which will 
be an alternation of segments of slope - 1/0.9 and of segments of ex-- 
tremely high slope. 
Vb. VARIABLE ELAST IC ITY  AND THE EFFECTS OF D IFFUS ION FOB 
SMALL i 
This eounterexample confirms that "slow decrease," in the above 
sense, is not sufficient to obtain the required shape of F(z) .  But this is 
not all: the Laplace transform still preserves some smoothing properties 
(even though they are inadequate for the present purposes) and it 
happens that the greatest amount of smoothing is due to the fact that, 
under Simon's assumptions, the distribution f°(i, to, 1, h) is geometric, 
that is, not concentrated around any particular value. If we change the 
assumptions regarding the behavior of words at the time of their firs~ 
few occurrences, almost any kind of behavior for f ( i ,  k) can be obtained, 
as we shall see in a few lines. 
Let us therefore stress with Simon that his Assumption I ' is most 
questionable for small values of i. Consider for example a process that 
has started 109 words before the beginning of the sample which we have 
at our disposal. From Assumption I t, it follows that all words which 
have appeared once in the past will have the same chance of appearing 
again in the next position, independently of whether the first appearance 
was 10 words or 105 words previously. This part of the assumptions i  
surely empirically incorrect. 
(Note that in his treatment of city sizes, Simon has explicitly pointed 
out that the equations and the model cannot apply to the smaller cities 
at. all.) 
Actually, no simple assumption seems to be capable of describing 
universally and reasonably the behavior of words at the times of their 
first few occurrences. Hence, we prefer to look at things differently. 
Let us fix in your mind some small number of occurrences, i °, such as 
i ° = 4 (but this value of i ° is only chosen for the sake of concreteness). 
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Then, instead of attempting to derive f( i  °, t~) from n'(/~) together with 
the laws of the process, let us start the process from f( i  °, k), considered 
as an unanalyzable point of departure. This will lead to 
where 
f(i, k) = k-~°i(~°-~)F¢(i/]~) 
f l  k F~o(x) = [F(i ° -- 1)] -1 h ~°-1 exp[-h( i /k) ] f ( i  °, h) dh 
The kernel h i°-1 exp[-h(i /k)] becomes increasingly "sharper" as i ° 
grows, in the sense that the region in which it is nonnegligible is increas- 
ingly more concentrated around its maximum, which occurs when 
h/k = i / i  °. By using an argument of the "steepest descent" type, we 
then see that as soon as i ° becomes 4 or perhaps only for i ° = 10 or so, 
f(i, k) = t~-~°i (~°-1) F(x) 
where F(x) is practically a completely arbitrary function, as long as it has 
no sharp "kinks." 
Stated differently, in order to assert that the empirically observed 
form for f(i, k) can be obtained starting from any slowly decreasing 
nt(k) (or f(4, k)/k),  one must assert that the empirical data do not 
confirm Zipf's law, and only show that f(i, k), considered as a function 
of i, is slowly decreasing. We know of a few persons who refuse to read 
anything else in the word frequency data and in all similar phenomena. 
(But of course these persons do not attempt o explain Zipf's law.) In 
fact we have also been tempted by this attitude; however, we have not 
adopted it in linguistics, for several reasons. First, the fit of the zipfian 
f(i, k) is just too good to be dismissed so rapidly. Secondly, for other 
phenomena (many of them mentioned by Zipf) the fit is so very poor, 
that one cannot say that "every curve straightens out on log-log coordi- 
nates." Thirdly, our models for the law of Estoup-Zipf and for that of 
Willis-Yule seem to be so simple that they almost trivialize the topic 
anyway. Finally, the connections of Pareto-Zipfian random variables 
with stable nongaussian variables are so intimate that these variables are 
indeed distinguished among all others for which f(i, lc) decreases "slowly 
but regularly " (see Mandelbrot, 1960). 4~ 
4a Note added in proof: We have deleted in proof an appendix which originally 
followed Section V. I t  was devoted to the cases where }-~ hn~(h) is convergent 
and in part icular to cases where n p(h) becomes zero after some value K of h. I t  
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VI. DISCUSSION 
In his "Further Notes," (1960) Professor Simon has expressed is- 
agreement with the negative result which we had established in 1959 
and restated in the present paper in (undeserved) detail. However, the 
bulk of Simon (1960) was devoted to a criticism of certain details of 
our 1959 "Note." I t  is asserted that it contains mathematical mistakes; 
we were unable to locate them and can do nothing but hope that they 
are not repeated in the present paper 5and that we did not introduce 
any new ones. 
Let us now examine Simon's curious assertion that distributions with 
an infinite mean are "unproper" [for a similar criticism, see Yule (1944) 
who objected to infinite variances as well]. Clearly, the fact that the 
mean or the variance are infinite does not disqualify a distribution~ 
from consideration i probability theory; examples of such laws abound 
in the study of coin tossing. Hence Simon surely does not take the word 
"unproper" in any usual probabilistic sense, and we are at a complete 
loss to see his point. (As a matter of fact, remember that in the example 
of Section IV, applied to p < 0, even ~f( i ,  k) would become infinite, 
if this sum were extended from 1 to ~ ; but there is no sense in so ex- 
tending it.) Note that the curvature of the bilogarithmic graphs of 
f(i, k)--to which we shall return--has nothing to do with moments of i. 
Naturally, we do not deny that there is something quite unproper a 
priori in representing a variable such as i, which is bounded by the finite 
/c, by a law which leads to an unbounded i. Hence, it is in an inessential 
way fortunate that, in the cases of constant n'(]~) or of constant elas- 
ticity, our expressions for f(i, It) do not suffer from this difficulty, as is 
the ease for Simon's equation (2.13). 
Actually, there would be no difficulty even if this fortunate circum- 
stance had not happened. Indeed, as is well known, the whole point, of 
probability limit theorems is to show that as some auxiliary parameter 
was shown that, in these cases, the bilogarithmic rank-frequency function falls so 
quickly that no linear representation will do. However, it seems that this case is 
not to be considered as "slowly decreasing" and we need not reproduce this 
appendix. 
5 We would like to repeat, however, that (despite the validity of the result) 
we regret he unnecessary approximations which we used in our earlier paper. 
We have also omitted to stress the following fact: our calculations were carried 
out in the case where n'(k) is small (for example, in the case where the number 
Q, that occurs in n(k) = QkP is small); but since the final result was negative, it 
applied also to other forms of n(k). 
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tends to infinity, say, certain simple laws become increasingly good 
approximations to the facts, over an increasingly long range of the 
variable. This is the case for the present approximations, because their 
range of validity is truncated to i < 0.2 k, a range that tends to infinity 
with /c. (Actually, it happens that the genuine divergence difficulties 
are those which occur for 0 > 1, because when a tends to zero the ex- 
roe .--(p÷l) pression j~  diverges.) 
Professor Simon also criticizes our statements as to the empirical 
value of p. Clearly, it is not true that a "great deal of my discussion 
depends on the sign of p - 1," because we have shown that Simon's 
model is inapplicable (for different reasons) both for p < i and for p > 1. 
But let us examine things a bit closer. In the species-genera e se, there 
should be no disagreement of any kind between us. First of all, we both 
agree that Willis's original data on biological taxonomies exhibit a value 
of p close to ½. Similarly, as we have already stated (1959), the same 
range of values of 0 is observed in all the data at our disposal concerning 
nonbiological taxonomies. We cannot say that other values do not exist 
but we do not know of any. For example, the insert of Fig. 9.7 in Zipf 
(1949) exhibits a value of p contained between 0.5 and 0.6. I t  should of 
course be stressed that we have never claimed that the distribution of 
individuals among species follows the Willis law at all. In the biological 
case, this has long been known and there is much in the literature. As 
to the nonbiological case, let us consider pp. 377-382 of Zipf (1949), 
because they were pointed out by Simon (1960): except for the insert 
of Fig. 9.7, these figures refer to distributions of individuals and Willis's 
iaw fails, despite the fact that Zipf freely changed origins to suit his 
purposes. 
Hence, and Simon (1960) agrees with us, a full explanation of the 
facts must cover the case where p < 1, and go even as low as p = 0.5. 
Now, concerning the word-frequency case, we have always said that 
both positive and negative values of o -1  are observed, and hence that 
both cases must be explained. But since the discussion was started, we 
must point out that Zipf's values for p, quoted by Simon, are grossly 
overestimated. 6 Essentially, Zipf attempts to fit a single p to the whole 
range of values of i, while the empirical data (as well as the predictions 
of Simon's model and of ours) always show that the .few most frequent 
6 As to Simon's estimates of p based upon f(1, k) or upon n(k)/k, they are totally 
meaningless, except in the framework of his theory, and are not even valid for 
the variant he suggested (1960). 
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words do not conform to the law valid elsewhere. For example, in Simon 
(1955, p. 433) he mentions u "deficiency of frequencies" for large i and 
attempts to take account of it with the help of an exponential term; 
in Simon (1960, p. 84) he speaks of the curvature of log f( i ,  lc), considered 
as a function of log i. This curvature has nothing to do with f(i, k) being: 
improper, but it leads to ditIiculties in estimating p. I t  is best there- 
fore to eliminate the most frequent words, and to forget about Zipf's 
values for p, altogether. I f  one does so, all estimates of p become much 
smaller and most of them become less than 1, or undistinguishable from 1 .. 
However, we cannot be indignant at this stage at the fact that some- 
body has quoted Zipf's data uncritically; we were also uncritieM, once,. 
in borrowing from that author his list of the cases where p is unquestion- 
ably greater than 1. A closer examination of the data has shown thug 
two or three other authors (all of them poets) also exhibit p > 1. 7 
Let us also note that Zipf's work, in which values very close to 1 are 
"frequent" is mostly devoted to masterpieces of world literature (for 
which the vocabulary is "very wealthy" and relatively rare words--say, 
the 100th word in the order of decreasing frequency--are l ss rare than 
in the  case of more ordinary discourse). In less extraordinary samples, 
such as children (and also for some famous authors), p may become as 
small as 0.6. 
Consider also the data on the usual type-token relationship. Such 
data are very numerous; e.g., Chotlos (1944), Baker (1950), I Ierdan 
(1960)i They invariably take from the d(k) = @o, where o is less than 
1 and takes typically such values as 0.8 for English adults (but. p = 1 
is not excluded). However, it is quite clear that the usual type-token 
data are different from Simon's function n(Ic), because they do not refer 
to u sample taken from some beginning of time, but to a sample that 
follosvs a long "unwritten text] '  or rather to the juxtaposition of several 
noncontiguous samples. Hence, the observed (lc) will be the type-token 
relationship for the population characterized by the frequencies p(r) = 
7 In our own theory, the ease p > 1 cannot be explained by the random-space 
theory, which to some readers is the best variant of our approach. Hence, we are 
tempted to consider the eases where p~-- 1 as meaning that p is very slightly below 
1. 
We have also seen that, in order to explain p > 1 and to keep i/# from vanishing 
for all words, one must assume that the total number of possible types, n(~) is 
finite and that its value strongly influences all word probabilities. This to us is a 
rather pathologieaI behavior, and we surely did not define "pathology" by the 
fact that o > 1. 
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(i/k)a~ . Such a d(k) is a smoothed-out version of p(r). But if f(i ,  k) is 
itself of the Zipf form with 0 < p < 1, this d(k) is still of the form Q'k" 
and the type-token data provide a good way of checking the value of p 
which characterizes p(r): as we have mentioned, these data typical ly 
yield p < 1. 
Actually, the problem of the comparison of the estimates of p drawn 
from d(Ic) and from p(r) is not exhausted by far. We hope to return some 
day to it. But,  again, this problem is quite irrelevant o the issue raised 
in our 1959 paper and (we hope) closed by the present paper. 
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